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Customizable
Supports
Quick
Easy Startup
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•Break off support structures easily and cleanly
•Follow helpful on-screen tips and wizards to
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Top 6 Features in Simplify3D®
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QUICK AND EASY STARTUP
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Optimized
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•Simplify3D
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powerful
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thenew techniques.
• Follow helpful on-screen tips and wizards
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•Break off support structures easily and cleanly
•Begin printing via SD card or USB cable.
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without damaging
hensive operating
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•
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of support
material.
•Begin
via SD
•Learn
to
print
using
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each
without damaging
yourcard
part.or USB cable.• Save sliced files
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without damaging your part.
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Unmatched Slicing Speed
Customizable Supports
Customizable Supports

Optimized Dual Extrusion

SUPPORT
STRUCTURES
Interactive Preview Mode CUSTOMIZABLE
Advanced
Multi-Part
Printing
•Preview
the
details
of
your
build
sequence,
line
•Maximize
build
plate
capacity
and
efficiency with
Optimized
Dual Extrusion • The custom support
tool allows you to position supports exactly where you need them.
by line or layer by layer.
easy-to-use model manipulation tools.

•Use the Dual Extrusion Wizard to streamline
the
and density
of support
to save
print time and material.
•Use the Preview to identify errors and • Control the size
•Control
whether
to printstructures
continuously
layer-bysetup of dual-extrusion print projects.
• Supports break layer
awayor
quickly
and cleanly, without damage to your final model.
understand the impact of setting changes.
sequentially.
•Create sharp definition between colors using the
•Utilize planning tools that help you estimate print
•Apply different settings to each part, such as
Ooze Shield and Prime Pillar.
time, filament usage, and cost.
infill, support structures, and temperature.
•Learn to print using different materials in each
•Preview
the
details
of
your
build
sequence,
line
•Maximize
build plate capacity and efficiency with
extruder, creating exciting new possibilities!
by
line
or
layer
by
layer.
easy-to-use
model manipulation tools.
•Use the Dual Extrusion Wizard to streamline
the
PREVIEW
•Use the Preview to identify errors and ANIMATED
•Control
whether toMODE
print continuously layer-bysetup of dual-extrusion print projects.
•Use
the Dualthe
Extrusion
to streamline
the
understand
impact Wizard
of setting
changes.
layer
or
sequentially.
• Watch
•Create sharp definition between colors using
the a detailed animation of your build sequence, line-by-line or layer-by-layer.
setup ofplanning
dual-extrusion
print
projects.
•Utilize
tools that
help
you estimate print
•Apply different settings to each part, such as
Ooze Shield and Prime Pillar.
•
Use
the Preview to visualize the result of your changes and identify errors before printing.
•Create
sharp definition
between
time, filament
usage, and
cost. colors using the
infill, support structures, and temperature.
•Learn to print using different materials in• each
Take advantage of Preview tools that estimate print time, filament usage and cost.
Ooze Shield and Prime Pillar.
extruder, creating exciting new possibilities!
•Learn to print using different materials in each
extruder, creating exciting new possibilities!

Interactive Preview Mode
Optimized Dual Extrusion
Optimized Dual Extrusion

Advanced Multi-Part Printing

Maximize the capabilities of your 3D printer with Simplify3D Software!

OPTIMIZED DUAL EXTRUSION
Advanced Multi-Part Printing
•Maximize build plate capacity and efficiency
with
• Use
the Dual Extrusion Wizard to streamline the setup of dual-extrusion projects.
easy-to-use model manipulation tools.
• Create sharp definition between colors using Ooze Shields and Prime Pillars.
•Control whether to print continuously layer-by• Learn to print using different materials in each extruder, creating exciting new possibilities!
layer or sequentially.
Maximize
the part,
capabilities
•Apply different settings
to each
such asof your 3D printer with Simplify3D Software!

Advanced
Multi-Part
Printing
infill, support structures,
and temperature.
•Maximize
build
plate
capacity
and
efficiency with
Advanced Multi-Part Printing
easy-to-use
model
manipulation
tools.
•Maximize build plate capacity and efficiency
with
ADVANCED
MULTI-PART PRINTING
•Control whether to print continuously layer-by-

easy-to-use model manipulation tools.
layer or whether
sequentially.
• Maximize build plate capacity with settings that improve control over multi-part projects.
•Control
to print continuously layer-by•Apply
different
settings to each part, such as
layer or sequentially.
• Assign different print settings to each model, or group models together and assign settings.
infill, support
temperature.
•Apply
differentstructures,
settings toand
each
part, such
• as
Adjust as many settings as you desire and optimize the full power of your 3D printer today!
infill, support structures, and temperature.

your 3D printer with Simplify3D Software!

Take control of your 3D printer
and move up to Simplify3D today!

your 3D
printerAugust
with Simplify3D
Software!
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